
Thank you for purchasing CRYPTAR Eternal Light ! 
May it bring salvation to your track !



„It was midnight. Crickets and frogs were my companions, as was the
Moon in the sky. I found myself in front of that gate again. Could not help
myself. Something urged me to do it. I had to come back. I had to enter the
crypt again and look for that something I have been sure was still in there.

What should it be ? I didn´t know. Entered through old, heavy creaking
door and got immediately covered by darkness. Just me and wet, ancient
darkness. What was that ? Did I just hear footsteps ? Something banged

down there ? Or was that just my imagination ? I lit a candle found on the
ground as I stepped downstairs. The walls I touched were wet - no

surprise, water was dripping down, painting small lakes under my feet.
Suddenly I heard the church bells... has someone died ? 

Time flies here, the present mixes with the past and I, staring at the bones
around in the flickering light of a flame, start to lose belief, that I am still

here. I mean, I feel like me being born in the 20th century was... just a
dream. So am I awake now ? Is this real ? The candle dies. Darkness. I...

become darkness. I look for a wall, for something to lean to. My hands fall
through air, my legs are shaking. I find myself on the ground, not sensing

anything ! Like a ghost ! Bones, bones everywhere ! Whispers, I am
hearing whispers ! And music - strange, sad, slow music... 

What is the smell ? Bodies around, dead bodies ! 
Where am I, who... am I ? What have I found ? 

Lying on the cold stone floor... 

Am I... alive ??“
Details

- 24 bit / 44,1 kHz
- 1,19 GB installed
- acoustic guitar, piano, various fx sounds sampled
- 216 nki files in:
- 34 FX sounds
- 10 guitar and guitar based sounds
- 10 piano and piano based sounds
- 60 single patches (14 fx, 18 guitar, 14 pad, 14 piano)
- 102 multi patches (29 fx, 23 guitar, 24 pad, 26 piano)
- up to 3x round robin (guitar samples)
- Drive, Cabinet, Phaser, Flanger, EQ, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release controls 
- eternal light right there in your daw :)
- Kontakt 5.5.1.451 full version required for unlimited use



General info

The same acoustic guitar, that was used in Cryptar´s first incarnation + old grand piano were
chosen as the main instruments for the Eternal Light. These two are the foundation of the library.
But the idea of a crypt definitely asked for more. That is why you will find more various sounds
here. Sounds like Church bells, dripping water, sounds of crickets in the night, or creaking, burning
can add a lot of feeling, when needed. Hope you will enjoy them !

Who this library is for ?

Everybody who loves non perfect (in a good and creative way) guitar and piano sounds. Everybody
who loves a slightly different approach to sampling – not the most perfect capture of the instrument,
but  rather  stronger  atmosphere,  mood that  affects  and inspires.  Everybody who loves  to create
soundscapes, “sound situations”, who loves combining sounds of an instrument with non musical
elements. And of course – for all fans of Atom Hub !

A few words about the sounds

Guitar

Two main sets of guitar sounds were sampled - basic, straight tones played with a pick and tones 
with natural vibrato. Basic ones were also looped and reversed in addition. There are two sets of
vibrato patches - Regular and Regular B - this one consist only of tones from one sample set in
three groups of tones. (Otherwise there are three sets in three groups aka 3x round robin. The reason
for this alteration was to achieve more uniform, predictable vibrato patch, next to the more organic
first one)

Then you will find 5 guitar based pads, derived from the guitar sounds. They were looped as well.

Piano

An old grand piano was sampled in one set,  which was then allocated into three (round robin)
groups. Since there are no dynamic layers sampled, the EQ filter was used in conjunction with the
dynamics of your playing to add higher frequencies by degrees. This patch is named Piano Basic (+
Panoramatic, ... etc.)

For more tonal variety, there are also patches subtitled RAW - here, the filter was not added and you
will hear raw sound of a piano, as was sampled.

"Panoramatic" sets mean the samples were positioned from left to right in a panorama - again, for
the sake of better  variety.  Similarly,  you will  find some piano related pad sounds here,  named
Pianero.

FX

Sounds of rain, dripping, boiling water, screeching, creaking, sounds of fireplace, footsteps, old
woman whispering,  nail  scratching, metal hits...  were added for the sake of setting the RIGHT
otherwordly atmosphere.



A few words about how the patches are organized

In the main INSTRUMENTS folder, you will find 6 subfolders. In the FX, GUITAR and PIANO 
folders you will find original patches containing samples in (mostly) raw state and most 
importantly, with the original names clearly describing what samples you are using. These folders 
are the ones you want to go to, to start shaping your own patch from scratch.

In the SINGLE folder, you will find already effected, renamed patches derived from 
the above-mentioned folders. These serve like an instant inspiration, or building blocks for your 
own creations. Similarly, the MULTI folder contains diversely adjusted combinations of patches 
from all other folders.

The USER folder is empty and can contain your own single, or multi patches, helping to organize 
the library.

General User Interface – Effects



1. EQ – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjusting
2. ATTACK and RELEASE right under EQ to adjust start and length of a sample
3. DRIVE – distorting the sound
4. CABINET – some more darkness :-)
5. FLANGER – giving sound some movement
6. PHASER – phasing, kind of a wobbling effect
7. DELAY – duplicates signal 
8. REVERB – well, just imagine world without reverb
9. STEREO – no, we need stereo too !

Notes on user interface and usage of switches and knobs

Click the switches to turn the effect on, or off. (Note, that the Attack and Release controls can not 
be switched - they serve like a locator for their associated rounded knobs. Use these knobs to alter 
the attack and release of a sample.)

Although knobs controlling various effects features are unnamed (in order to let you pay more 
attention to your feelings and intuition rather than to numbers :-)), hovering the mouse over them 
will depict the name and which features the knobs control in the info line of the Kontakt window 
(bottom).

Some more notes and tips :

- One FX patch (Screecher 2 Keys)  has samples assigned only to some keys. The reason for this is  
to trigger the sound more "randomly" during a round robin cycle.

- If you hear a click in the beginning of a sample (for example when setting the EQ to extreme 
positions) slide the Attack button a little bit forward to solve this. But sometimes the more audible 
(percussive) attack is welcome, so I happened to leave some that way - when you stumble upon 
them, it is intentional.

- Use general tuning knob „Tune“ (right upper part of the interface) to achieve inhuman pitch shifts.
(I often did, as you will find out)

- I encourage you to create your own combinations (multis) from sounds of the library. It is fun !

- Be careful with re-writing of the „factory“ patches. What dies once in the crypt is dead for good !



Patch list

GUITAR

PIANO

FX



SINGLE

Note: FX – effects, G – guitar, P – pad, Pi - piano

MULTI



Thank you one more time for your purchase. Have fun using this library in your music, or sound 
design and please – do not resell, upload, or share it or its parts further anyhow and in any form.

if any problem: info@atomhub.net

Thanks for your support !
Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub

http://Www.atomhub.net/
http://Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
http://Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples

